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    The dramatic growth of land demands for industry has occurred over the past decade in Taiwan.

Therefore, the Industry Bureau made great efforts to reclaim land from the sea. The Yuenlin reelamation

industrial area, which is located on the western coast of Taiwan, is the largest piece. The total area of

Yuenlin reclamation industrial area in the design is 10580 hectares. It is obvious that the construction of

the reclamation project will affect the sea states and cause topographical changes nearby, or even may re-

cult in disasters. Among all the oceanographic factors,，二 wave is the most dominant and complicated

one. Ocean waves, which make a feature of extremal randomness, are directly and indirectly dependent
on mateorological, hydrological, oceanographic, and topological factors. They‘mnot be fully understood
only by theoretical approaches. In order to strengthen the sustainable development in the coastal zones,

field measurement must be performed to increase the knowledge of the characteristics of local waves. The

Coastal Ocean Monitoring Center at Cheng Kung University is entrusted with the duty of collecting oceano-

graphic information in this area. In consideration of severe weather and sea conditions, a spatial array of

wave gauges installed on an observation platform is designed and arranged to measure the local features of
directional wave off Taishi coast of Yuenlin county.
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    The directional spectrum can be expressed as the product of the directional spreading function and
the frequency spectrum. The directional spreading can be separately computed for each frequency. In the

estimation of wave directionality, several methods have been developed, such as Fourier Series Method

(FSM ).Maximum Likelihood Method( MI.M)，Maximum Entropy Method(MEM)，Bayesian Directional

Method(BDM), and their modifications. The directional spreading fimetions of the above,-mentioned

methods。，derived hased on various theories and have diverse characteristics. Comparisons ( Kim et

al.，1994) thmugh numerical simulations demonstrate that different methods give different directional

spreading even when they are applied to are same data set. On the other hand, long-term measurements

need to be analyzed and represented by directional spectral models instead of individual estimated spe,-

trum befom they are offered as reference for engineering design. 'This process of data fitting may bring the

errors. In order to obtain the overall characteristics of the directional spectra of winter monsoon waves and

to improve the resolution of directional spreading and the stability of operational computation, the present

study aims to firstly develop the estimator of the parameters in the directional spectral model and secondly

to discuss and modify the model. A new method, named the Bavesian parameters Estimation Method

( BPvM )，is proposed for estimating parameters of the directional spreading function of random waves

from an array of wave probes. The BPEM is then applied to field data obserbed at Taishi. The results of

analysis are compared with Mitsuyasu's empirical formula for investigation of the characteristics of dime-

tional spreading.

2. F}trttianiental Equations of Directional Spechwn Analysis

    The directional speetnvn can be derived厉cross-power spectrum, which is the Fourier transforrna-

lion of covariance function of any two measured wave properties. The general relationship between the

crosa-power spectrum, $�� (f)，for a pair of arbitrary wave properties, and the directional spectrum,‘

(f, 0), derived by Isobe and Horikawa (1984) , is:
尸少开

。一‘f)=)。Hm(f,0)H,(f,6)·[ cos ( k (X_ cos B+Y_ sing )}
                    一‘sin; k ( X�� cosO+Y_sinO川G(f,B)d6                  (1)

whem f is frequency; k is wave number; i is imaginary unit; X��, and玖。， the distance between the

m-th and the n-Ih wave properties in the cnordinates(X, Y). H(f,B) denotes the complex conjugate of

H,. (f, o)，and H,, (f, B) is the transfer function.

    The directional spectrum is often expressed as a product of the frequency spectrum S (f) and the di-

rectional spreading function D( B If).

                          G(f,B)二S(f)·D(a I f).                    (z)

    The directional spectrum takes non-negative values and satisfies the following relationship:

2严

G(f,B)dB二s Cf) (3)
                                                                0

Substitution of the above equation intoEq. (3) yields
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」MB，f，二‘
    For simplification of the

following form:

                  0. (.f)

nomenclature in the equations,助.(l)

                          (4)

is rewritten场 Hashimoto in the

=}h, (f,B)D(Y I f)dU,  (i= N) (5)

where N is the number of equations, and

h, (./', B )

(6)

(7)

二H� (f, B) H�

一isinlk(X-,

      0t-(f)

(.f, B)·[ cos I k ( X_, cos B+Y- sing )}

0, (f )
S(f)·

function

W,�

cos0+

(f’

Y-,sino){]/ W_ (f).

D(B I.f)二‘(f,B)/s(f)

in which W_, (f) is a weighting

the cross-power spectra.

introduced for normalizing and non-dimensionalizing the errors of

3. Proposed BPEM for Estimating Directional Distribution

3.1  Bayes' Tbeorem

    The basic reasoning used in the present study is a straightforward application of Bayes' theorem de-

noted by the following equation:

P(H I DI)=P(H I l)
P(D I Hl)
P(D I I)

(R)

    In our problems, H is any hypothesis to be tested; D is the data; and I is the prior information.
For construction of the likelihood the difference is taken between the model H function and the data D.

                      刀二刃，)二私十e， ￡二1,2,...,N.                      (9)

    If the true signal is known, then this difference would be just the noise. The least informative prior

probability of the noise has a Gaussian form as follows:

P (e,.，)=粤只expf兴1
                甲27r0- 一‘Q

10)

P

，

、
.
‘
‘.J

ste
比

2氏

wherea new parameter a'the variance of the noise) is introduced.

from probability theory is applied to obtain the probability of a set of

In the next

noise values

P( e,，。。，·，。，)二Il[P(e; I I)]=(2 Ira' )丫exp

is proportional to the likelihood function:

{2s-1S]z
And the pro}二‘ability

P(D.。)=:(，)沈(2?2，丫二p['菩  (ncc (2aa') }rexP 20' 。一H, )'

  the product rile

e2，⋯，。、}:

            (11)

            (12)

    One of the approaches to further processes is.。minimize the sum in the exponent, so as to obtain

the corresponding parameters. The previous problem can be simplified by substituting Eq. (12) into

Eq. (S) to absorb the influence of the term P( D 11) into the nomralization constant. The simplified rela-
tionship with respect to H for颐yen realized sample data D is:
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P(H I DI)二P(D I HI)P(H I I)=L(H)P(H I I) (13)

3.2  Formulation of Directional Spectral Estimation

    For estimation of the directional spreading, it is firstly assumed that the directional spreading func-

tion can be expressed、a piecewise-constant function over the directional range from 0 m 27 ( k99=

2r).Eq. (5) could then be approximated by the following equation.
                                                              K        -,,

(l#)

(l5)

Sba(f)=又G,(川 、(f, B)·I,(B)de

in which

、(。。二{;(k一1)4B}- 6-} UB
otherwise

k=1,2，一，K

and

                                G, (J)

    If the value K is large enough, the integral

imated by the following equation

二D(0, I f).

of the right hand side of Eq一(14) can be further

  (16)

approx-

丁:汗;(， ,B)·I,(B)d“二(k-】)a
h,(f,6)·I,(B)dO、h, (f, B, MB = ar., (f).

幼.04) can be then expressed as,

'p, (f)二艺。.,(f)

(17)

(18)

Herein, the complex numbers are written

·G, (f)， i二1,2,⋯，N

in the following forms,

}0, (f)二

a, (.f)=

Re[ 0,(j)[

Re[ a,,, (f) rp.v.a rc.
When助.(18) is applied to the observed data,

Ira[O,(f)[
=Ira[ a;.,, (f) ]

t卜e contained in the data must be

account.勒.(20) is the modification of Eq. (18) considering the existence of errors

9=艺、.“、十。‘，‘=1,2,...,2N

    (19)

taken into

    (20)

3.3  Estimation浦Ummodtd Ikmctiuna Spreading

The unimodal directional spreading function adopted in the present study is

Higgins et al. (1963).S is the well-known spreading parameter demonstrating
tional spreading and 6 is the dominant wave direction:

proposed by Longuet-
the width of the direc-

旱
‘*二A costs k=1,2.，二，K

For the given cp, ( i=1,2,---,2N), the likehhoodfunctionof G, (k=

derived from Eq. (13 ) and can be expressed as

L(S,0,A,a)=(27[62)一“。，̂[， ?了。_\’八心̂  YL件一2LI、丫“ 曰 “‘
        ‘J ‘二I k二1

                    (21)

1,2，一，K)and o2 could be

,Gk)']
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二(2,,,Z)一’exp[} (22)

in which

。=2.1E  },2Amp艺。kcus
K 火

十，，艺 LJ、.‘。.、·

·R(S

23

24

0)

A+ C ·

一(丫 )一(丫 )2
+A2·C(S,B)

一R )2C

--

--

and

1
一洲

矿

25

26

27

R(S,B)二2A*[nY。*一;1(罕 )2
。(、，。卜鬃{Y E

Substitution of the above into Eq. (22)

·*·;[一挥污叁)⋯(- B)1   25 la"kark [ cos( Bk 2 6m )cos( Br 2 ) )).

:(、，。，、，。)=(27m')-.vexpl  z[2Nrp2一R21r}.exp{ 4C I，一R12}.
                                                                        L‘口 ，J J t ‘ 口 气洲 J

    The problem to be solved is to compute the probability of the parameters S and B conditional on the

data and the prior information; this is abbreviated as P ( S, B I DI).However, difficulty arises due to the

existence of two other parameters, A and a in Eq. (27).These two parameters are referred to as nui-

sance parameters, because the probability distribution to be calculated does not depend on them. To

eliminate the nuisance parameters, Rayes' theorem is applied and then integrating over A gives

P(S,B，二D,‘)=f P(S,19,A，。.。，1)dA a fP(S,B,A，。}，)
                                ·P(D I S,B,A,a,!)dA. (28)

    In Eq. (28), no prior information about the parameter A is assumed. This indicates that the location

parameter is completely ignorant, which contributes to a uniform, flat prior density. The posterior proba-

bility density for parameters S, 0 , and‘is proportional to
2Y.1

P(S,B,a I D, I)二0=
                          JC
P(S,B,a.，)·expI彭12Nrpz一髻]} (29)

    The above equation is depend on the variance of the noise, however, frequently one has no indepen-

dent knowledge of the noise. The noise variance。，then becomes a nuisance parameter. A Jeffreys prior,
1/a, is adopted to eliminate the nuisance pamnmeter. Multiplying Eq. (29) by the Jeffreys prior and in-

tegrating over all positive values a gives

，(、，。.。，，)二P(S,B I I)f2A,}2L'}-C 一_R2C]一““ (30)
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By taking logarithm we have

。(S,0.。，，)二，ogl。(S,0.，)。+告 log(, (31)
丫
一c

    If the prior prohability P( S,

Posterior Probability of Parameters

                                  l.尸尸尸

B 11) of the parameters S

(LPPP) could be defined

2A)log(2卿之

and 0 is thesame, a criterion named log

二(2、一1) log(2A'cp'一丁)+log(, (32)

The most suitable values of the spreading parameter S and the mean direction 0 are determined by
minimization of the l.尸尸尸

3.4 Validation卜Nrnnerical Simulation

To identify the validity of this method numerical simulations have been performed. The pmredures

of the simulation are as follows; Gist, set a target directional spectrum; second, construct The cross spec-

tra from the target spectra by use of Eq.(1) ; third, apply BPEM to the cross spectra and e,timate the di-
reminnnlspectra.

shown in

In the numerical simulations, 3 different arrangements of wave gauge arrays have been

used,spreadasing.ire empFig.oved
la to Fig. lc. The JONSWAP spectrum and the Mitsuyasu type wave directional

。(。，、)=G� cosy'甲 (33)
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    'The comparisons of results are illustrated in Fig. la to Fig. lc. It is shown that the spreading param-

eter S can be accurately estimated with respect to a complete range of S in different arrangements of gauge

arrays. As to the effect of the number of wave gauges in the array, it is found that the wave directionality

can be retrieved even when only two wave gauges are applied. Owing to the limited wave information from

the gauges of the sea surface, the wave directional spectnun could be only approximated. The more gaug-
。provide more information and introduce less error. From the rsults, BPEM might be applied to few

。。gauges and give similar results. Theoretically, that might be an advantage of reducing the cost of di-

rectional wave measurement. Considering the complexity of real field waves, however, the effect of the

munher of wave gauges in array in the field should be further investigated.

    The Gaussian distribution and the Maximum Entropy印reading, derived饰Hashimoto et al.，，

also utilized[。simulate wide and narrow spreading respectively. The estimated results are compared with

the target spreading in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b. It is demonstrated that the BPEM is valid for analysis of sim-

ulated cross spectra in both wide and narrow directional energy distribution.
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4. Analysis of Field Data

4.1  Data Acquisition

    I1te Bayesian Parameter Estimation Method(BPEM) outlined in the previous section is then applied

to the field data acquired at an observation platform, about 4 km off the Taishi coast, the, middle-westem

coast of the Taiwan Island. The station is located at 23045'39"N and 120009' 10"E, as shown in Fig. 3

The average water depth is 15 meters, the local tidal range heing about 2.5 meters. The hathymetnc

change in the neighborhood of the platform is rather flat. The average slope is 1/700. There, is no topo-

graphic shelter in the north, which is the dominant wind direction for the winter nnonsoon season.
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Fig. 3. Hathymeuic map of the neighborhood area of Taishi platfomr station

    Tllere are four ultrasonic wave gauges mounted at fixed positions extending from the four -men of

the platforn deck. The layout of the platform is illustrated in Fig.4. The ultrasonic wave gauges are ar-

ranged in an irregular quadrilateral, as shown in Fig.5. The shortest distance between every two gauges is
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3.83 m, while the Inngest is 7.20 m. The simultaneous measurement of four wave elevation., is perfonned

over 20 minutes every 4 hours at a sample rate of 5 Ilz.
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of wave gauge array on Taishi口Ill.-
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    The sea states am dominated by the prevailingly north easterly monsoon in the Taiwan Strait during

the winter season. A population of 413 records of northeasterly spectra is established场selecting all those

spectra for which the wind and the mean wave direction are steady, and from the northeast during the pe-

riocl from December 1993 to February 1994. The。 could be regarded as finitewate

of the wave frequencies range From 0.12 11z to 0.2 Hz. To the validity of thedepthresult,
since 80%a

from dirrc-

tional spectral analysis, data quality

subgroup is selected depending on the

check is performed.

  ensure

Based on the ergodic process assumption, a

criterion that the coherence function of frequency spectra measured

between gauges is higher than 0.8. The

                              r.,

coherence function火，is expressed、

(/ )=_I IN (P-立
0- W ·}Pm (j)‘

(34)

    Fig. 6a demonstrates one example of the frequency spectra and corresponding coherence functions

that pass the data quality control, while Fig. 6b is an example of unqualified data set. This selection pro-
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cess results in 183 sets of qualified field data. The results show that the waves propagate mainly from the

northwest and northwest-by-north direction. In the discussion of the parameterization of S, data with

higher wave height is focused; therefore waves with significant wave height larger than 1 .5 m are select-

ed. Finally, 64 sets of data are used.

4.2  Fstintation of Directional Spreading Function

    The directional spreading function to be estimated is assumed to be an unimodal form of Eq. (21) .

Then LPPP, which is defined、Eq.(32)，could be applied to the determination of the main direction

and the directional spreading parameter of directional spectra.

    Fig. 7 gives the distribution of nonnalized spreading parameter, S/S., against the normalized fre-

quency,刀无》，for the selected wave records. Acsonding to the data measured场a cloverleaf buoy, Mit-

suyasu et al. (1975) developed a relationship between S and the wave frequency, i. e.

S =!S-(ff ),
tS�}, ( J7Jp )一’

f《f

f》f,
(35)

    The lines with slopes of一2.5 and 5, representing Eq. (35), are also shown in Fig. 7. The distri-
bution of data points has the same tendency as previous observations that directional concentration has the

maximum value at the spectral peak and decreases at both sides of the spectral peak. However, data scat-

tee compared to Mitsuyasu's formula indicates the complexity of S

5 n

— Nits uyasa formula
奋 Normalized estimated

      spreading parameter

F

。03 }0.2
flfo

珑.7. Comparison of Mitsuyasu's rnodel and estimated

        of nurrnshzed S on non-dimensional frequency

To investigate whether there are other factors influencing the characteristics of normalized spreading
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parameter, it is assumed that S might be related to wave age or S‘.Therefore, data sets are categorized

into 3 subgroups according to the values of respective S��, . It can be found in Fig. 8 that scatter still ex-

fists. Since the measured wave data coven; a wide range of wave age, the analyzed data are then catego-

rized into 4 subgroup*according to the values of corresponding wave age. Data sets with different ranges

of wave age are shown in Fig. 9a to Fig. 9d, which demonstrate the relationship of normalized S and non-

dimensional frequency for each subgroup. It is found that the data scatter is significantly reduced of the

relationship between normalized S and nondimensional frequency is classified into subgroups. Further
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0.01

O 3

"I",

more, it is obvious that the slopes in subgroups (b)，(c)，and (d)，in which the wave ages are larger

then 1, vary depending on the wave age. The slopes become steeper in higher frequency, and milder in

lower frequency with increasing wave age. Moreover, the dependency is stronger in the lower frequency

than in the higher frequency. This finding would suggest that instead of constants of一2.5 and 5, the。-

ponents in Mitsuyasy's formula might be the function of wave age. Fig一10 shows the dependency of the
parameters on the wave age. linear regression is then perfonned to have a modified Mitsuyasu's formula,
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    To obtain

parameters art

the wave age

the modified directional spreading model, the relationship between S_ and other sea

investigated. Mitsuyasu et al. showed that the parameter S_ could be a function of

age, C,,/U. Based on the selected data sets, Fig. 12 shows that the relationship is scatter and the result

is not so consistent with the empirical equation derived by Mitsuyasu et al. Therefore, the use of the

wave age can not properly indicate the stage of monsoon-generated wave development in this area. Anoth-
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珑.12. Relationship between S��, and wave steepness

4.3  Discussions

    'Me directional spreading cosine power model, cosy'，originally proposed by Longuet-Higgins et al.
(1963) , is widely used due to its proven generality. The discussions of the characteristics of the model

can be separated into two parts, i. e.，the S- and the behavior of S with respect to non-dimensional

frequency.

    S��� which is the maximum spreading parameter of wave spectrum, is often used to represent the

concentration of wave energy respect to a corresponding direction. It occurs at the peak frequency in most

cases, however, analysis of field data collected during turning wind direction also demonstrates that S���

tray also occur at the frequency at which the wave components， generated by the turning wind. S.

varies during wave evolution. Mitsuyasu et al . (1975) showed that S- can be determined from the wave

age, which is the ratio of wave phase speed to wind speed. This relationship of S- and wave age and

wave steepness is also checked and modified according to our data. S��, was recorranended by Goda

(1985) of a value of 10 for wind waves, 25 for swell with short decay, and 75 for swell with long decay

distance. S��, is also related to the behavior of S, in finite depth.

    On the other hand, the characteristics of directional spreading parameter S are not as clearly under-

stood as those of S��,，In the present study, the characteristics of directional spreading parameter S with

respect to non-dimensional frequency is estimated by RPEM, which simplifies the data fitting procedures

and hence improves the validity. A modification of parameterieation is proposed accordingly. The major

difference between the present formulation and that卜Mitsuyasu et al.(1975), Hasselmann et al.
(1980)，and Donelan(1995) lie, in the dependency on the wave age. Based on their meastuemens, the
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wave age is riot involved in Donelan's formula, while the Hassehnann's and Mitsuyasu's formulations are

dependent on the wave age. The proposed formulation even exhibits more comprehensive relation to the

wave ago·

    The wave age is an important parameter in describing the, stage of wave growth. The dependency of
directional spreading to the wave age under the stage of wave development has been discussed by Hassel-

mann et al.(1980) and Donelan et al.(1985).Young (1999) concluded that the answer is on whether
the sea state is dominated by non-linear wave-wave interaction or atmospheric input process. At the stage

of development of the wave the atmospheric input plays the major role, thus the directional spreading
should be dependent on the wave age.U，however, the nonlinear wave-wave interaction, originally pmp-

osed by Hasselmann (1962)，governs the situation, then the directional spreading should not be a func-
tion of wave ago.

    Young and Van Vledder (1993) and Banner and Young (1994) used numerical spectral model with

full solution to the non-linear source term to investigate the nonlinear interaction of wind wave generation.

They found that the atmospheric input plays a very minor part. And the nonlinear interaction controls the

dirc.tional spreading. Therefore they suggested that the directional spreading should not be a function of

wave age. N。一or weak wave age dependent formulations were recommended.

    The conclusion of Young and Van Vledder (1993) and Banner and Young(1994) is based on the

wave data with乓/‘.。<1.II should be noted that the field data in the present study covers a wide

range of wave age. Considering the steady monsoon wind state chosen for analysis, the waves neither叩-

pose the wind direction nor overrun the wind. Certain part of the wave data, which has faster wave celeri-

[y than wind speed, could be regarded as swell. The present results demonstrate that the swell is influ-

enced by the wind. The interaction between the waves and atmosphere may be an important factor con-

ceming the wave spectral evolution. Since the detailed features of directional spectral development are not

well modeled, further refinement of the description of spectral evolution is needed for better understanding
of waves

5. Summary and

    In the present paper, a new method, named the Bayesian Parameter Estimation Method(BPEM) is

proposed. Instead of solving cross-spectral density matrix in conventional directional spectral analysis
methods, the BPEM is to approach a chosen directional spreading function by fitting its parameters to a

criterion derived from a Bayesian viewpoint. The BPEM could be considered as a regression analysis to

find the maximum joint probability of parameters, which best approximates the observed data. By applica-

tion of the transfer function to directional spectra the method can also be applied to directional wave anal-

ysis based on an arbitrary nixed instnrment array measurement. In comparison, the BPEM is formulated

in the。 manner as the Bayesian Approach Method ( BAM ) , i. e.，considering。二 in the cmss-

spectra. However, instead of using complicated theoretical methodology and time-consuming iterative cal-

culations in BAM, the simplicity and efficiency make the BPEM easy to apply for in-situ analysis. It also

simplifies the sequences and lowers the possible accumulated errors induced场traditional pmcedures, in
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which conventional directional spectrum analysis methods arc performed and then the estimated directional

spreading distributions are fitted to a chrxsen spreading model to have its corresponding parameters
    The local features of directional waves off Taishi coast in the winter monsoon season are investigated.

Field data measured from a spatial array of wave gauges installed on an observation platform has】、、n ana-

lyzed. The normalized directional spreading parameter S/S. in the formula is derived as a function of

了丫石.The results show the same tendency as previous observations that directional concentration has the

maximum value at the spectral peak and decreases at both sides of the spectral peak. However, it is

found that the relationship between the normalized parameter S and the non-dimensional frequency of

swell is influenced场wave age. Milsuyasu's formula for directional spreading function is justified to be

representative of wave field. The analysis of field data also shows that Srva can be expressed by an empir-

cal formula, in which S�_ is a function of wave Steepness.
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